
STORYING WRITING A RESUME

Storytelling in Your Resume: Why and How. by LiveCareer Staff Writer. by Katharine Hansen Ph.D. The contemporary
resume with its bullet points and terse.

And he reinforced what he could offer hiring companies â€” elevating them to the 1 position in their
respective industries. In narratology, most tales have the same common template: a hero who goes on an
adventure, and in a decisive crisis wins a victory, and then comes home changed or transformed. Be honest
when you failed we all fail eventually , recruiters appreciates people who is able to learn from their mistakes.
You need to bring yourself alive on the page and make him curious to meet you. Forbes Coaches Council is an
invitation-only community for leading business and career coaches. The best resumes are self-marketing
documents, and storytelling in your resume transforms it into that. Then I conducted a training session for the
customer service team so that everyone knew where to find what they needed. What is the conflict? If you
currently work in the same industry and are simply changing companies, you probably know, because you
work in a similar environment every day. It helps to frame the conversation, reveal your brand, and set the
tone and focus for the rest of the resume. It has to tell your story. All this after he spent months getting
permission to hire someone in the first place. Review job postings for the positions you are interested in and
make notes of what seem to be the major concerns. Yet they will usually put your resume into a "yes" "no" or
"maybe" pile based on the tiny slice of your resume that actually catches their attention. Think in terms of
your individual results, but also think in terms of overall strategic impact. Understanding the adversity
overcome provides your accomplishment with the context that makes it meaningful and credible. See more
information and examples here. Award-winning executive resume writer and career marketing consultant.
Ensure your resume is accomplishments-driven. What are their most pressing concerns, problems and
challenges? He noted his accomplishments in several areas: strategy development and execution, branding and
marketing, sales, partnerships, and IP. Patterns will emerge. Employers like numbers. Learn more about how
to use this section here Storify your accomplishments. Each resume outlines the responsibilities of prior
positions, but this is no help because knowing what you did or were supposed to do is different from knowing
how you did it. In her spare time she paints and cooks. Built 20 new schools with well-trained staff teaching
local-language curricula focused on practical skills. Use short paragraphs and bullet points. Ineffective and
sometimes abusive teachers taught irrelevant curricula in foreign languages in often inaccessible and unsafe
schools. Nobody likes a braggart, and a resume filled with accomplishments but no context for those
accomplishments is just that. Most employers also want to see substantiation of your claims about yourself
which is something you can accomplish through storytelling.


